Ion beam analysis of tungsten layers in EUROFER model systems and carbon plasma facing components
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Abstract

Medium energy ion scattering, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and elastic recoil detection analysis were used to characterize tungsten layers on plasma-facing components from fusion experiments and related samples in three cases. The tungsten-enriched surface layers in two EUROFER steel-like iron/tungsten test samples, exposed to sputtering by deuterium ions, were measured. Despite very different exposure parameters (in particular a two orders of magnitude difference in ion dose), the total amount of tungsten atoms per unit area in the layers were similar for the two samples ($2 \cdot 10^{15}$ and $3.3 \cdot 10^{15}$ atoms/cm$^2$ respectively). A depth profile featuring exponential decrease in tungsten content towards higher depths with 10-20 atomic percent of tungsten at the surface and a decay constant between 0.05 and 0.08 Å$^{-1}$ was indicated in one sample, whereas only the total areal density of tungsten atoms was measured in the other. Implanted tungsten layers in a molybdenum mirror were also studied and compared with a simulation based on the implantation parameters. Finally, two different beams, iodine and chlorine, were employed for elastic recoil detection analysis of the deposited layer on a polished graphite plate from a test limiter in the TEXOR tokamak following experiments with tungsten hexafluoride injection. The chlorine beam was preferred for tungsten analysis, mainly because it (as opposed to the iodine beam) does not give rise to problems with overlap of forward scattered beam particles and recoiled tungsten in the spectrum.
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1. Introduction

In tokamak type fusion devices [1], such as the Joint European Torus (JET) and the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), the latter of which is currently under construction, a hydrogen plasma is magnetically confined within a toroidal vacuum chamber. Plasma-wall interactions (PWIs) occur when energetic particles escape the confinement and impinge on the surrounding first wall. Such interactions lead to erosion of plasma-facing components (PFCs) and subsequent transport of the eroded material in the torus. This material may either end up in the plasma core where it constitutes an unwanted impurity [2], or it may be deposited elsewhere on the wall, possibly together with fuel atoms (deuterium and tritium) [3], forming so called co-deposits. The study of PWIs is multidisciplinary: it comprises atomic physics, plasma physics and material physics among other fields [4]. The final outcome of the research effort is the design and material selection for the plasma-facing wall. A full metal wall is currently envisioned for ITER. It will feature beryllium for the main chamber and tungsten in the divertor: the part of the machine where heat and particle fluxes are most severe [5]. As a result of this configuration one may expect tungsten erosion and transport in the plasma, followed by deposition on PFCs [6]. Methods to detect small amounts of tungsten on component surfaces are desirable to study such phenomena in current devices, especially JET which began operating with an ITER-like wall in 2009 [7,8]. To provide an overview of the benefits and drawbacks of selected ion beam analysis techniques for tungsten detection on PFCs, we present here three cases where we have measured the tungsten content on fusion-relevant samples with time-of-flight medium energy ion scattering (ToF-MEIS), Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis (ToF-ERDA).

Abbreviations
ToF: Time-of-flight
ERDA: Elastic recoil detection analysis
MEIS: Medium energy ion scattering
RBS: Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy
PWI: Plasma-wall interaction
PFC: Plasma-facing component
JET: Joint European Torus (fusion experiment in Abingdon, England)
ITER: International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (fusion experiment under construction in Cadarache, France)
2. Description of the cases: Methods and Results

2.1 EUROFER steel

Requirements of safety and environmental friendliness related to long-term radioactivity in materials have led to the development of the reduced activation steel EUROFER [9]. It is a prime candidate for use in the first fusion demonstration reactor, DEMO, and later on in power producing commercial machines. In order to achieve low activation under heavy neutron irradiation, regular alloying materials like nickel and molybdenum have been replaced by tungsten and a small amount of tantalum. When the material is exposed to plasma, preferential sputtering [10-12] gives rise to an enrichment of tungsten close to the surface. Knowledge of the characteristics of the enriched layer is essential before the material is included in the design of a fusion reactor. Therefore, in order to study the process of tungsten enrichment, experiments have been performed with sputtering of EUROFER-like iron/tungsten test samples. We have analyzed two different such samples, referred to below as Sample A and Sample B. Both of the test samples were sputtered by deuterium ions, however the details of the treatment were quite different. Table 1 summarizes the composition of the samples before the respective deuterium ion exposure and gives information about the parameters of those exposures. Further information about the machines where the exposures were performed; PSI-2 in Jülich, Germany and the so-called high current ion source in Garching, Germany are given in refs. [13] and [14] respectively.
**Table 1:** Original composition of iron/tungsten test samples and deuterium ion exposure parameters. Percentage values for elements in columns 2-3 represent atomic fractions. The projected ranges on row 5 are for single deuterium ions, with the energy from row 4, in Fe by SRIM. Sputtering yields for deuterium with the given energy in Fe and W are taken from the compilation of experimental data and theoretical fits in [15]. For sample A, the yield is evaluated for 75 eV/D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Sample A [%]</th>
<th>Sample B [%]</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Sample A</th>
<th>Sample B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Ion species</td>
<td>D⁺</td>
<td>D₃⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Energy [eV/D]</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Projected range [Å]</td>
<td>8-12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Sputtering yield, Fe</td>
<td>4·10⁻³</td>
<td>2.4·10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sputtering yield, W</td>
<td>&lt; 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>1.5·10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dose [D/m²]</td>
<td>10^{23}</td>
<td>10^{23}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (Σ)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.3</td>
<td>&lt; 0.2</td>
<td>Temperature [K]</td>
<td>&lt; 370</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>PSI-2,</td>
<td>High current ion source, IPP Garching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jülich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample A was studied with RBS and the result was compared to that obtained from an unexposed, otherwise identical sample. The analyzing beam, at normal incidence to the sample surface, consisted of 2 MeV \(^4\)He. Backscattered particles were detected at 170° with a solid-state silicon detector whose resolution was 20 keV. In Fig.1, the results are shown with overlays of the best-fitting SIMNRA [16] simulations. For the unexposed sample, the simulated material is simply a mixture of 99.4% iron and 0.6% tungsten. Other elements present in the sample are not discernible in the spectrum since information pertaining to them
is mixed with that of deeper-laying iron at low energies. After deuterium sputtering, the presence of a tungsten-enriched layer at the surface of Sample A is clearly seen, and the best fitting simulation suggests that this layer contains $2 \cdot 10^{15}$ atoms/cm$^2$ situated on top of an otherwise unchanged bulk.

**Fig. 1:** RBS spectrum from sample A (right), and an identical sample that was not exposed to deuterium sputtering (left).

For Sample B, two ToF-MEIS measurements were performed with a $^4$He beam at 80 keV for normal incidence. In the first measurement, the detector (the full setup is described further in [17]), with an energy resolution of 1.1 keV as found by studying the spectrum from a thin reference Pt film, was placed at 155° with respect to the forward beam direction (25° exit angle with respect to the sample normal for outgoing particles) and subsequently it was set to 110° (70° exit angle) to further enhance depth resolution. The results are shown by the solid line graphs in Figures 2 (a) and (b). Best fitting simulation results using the TRIM [18] based Monte Carlo code TRBS by J. Biersack and E. Steinbauer are represented by the dashed lines. In these simulations we have taken into account on average ten nuclear collisions events for every backscattered particle track and the outputs were convolved with a 1.1 keV FWHM Gaussian function in order to properly account for the detector resolution. The y-scales in Fig.
2 are those from the simulation, but they are in any case rather arbitrary since they depend upon the total amount of ions hitting the sample, i.e. among other things the irradiation time.

![Graphs showing MEIS spectra from sample B with best-fitting TRBS simulation at (a) 25° exit angle and (b) 70°.](image)

**Fig. 2:** MEIS spectra from sample B with best-fitting TRBS simulation at (a) 25° exit angle and (b) 70°.

The simulation is in agreement with experimental data for the full energy range in Fig. 2 (a). When the exit angle is shallow with respect to the sample surface, however, it becomes hard to fit the lower-energy part of the spectrum as seen in Fig. 2 (b). We do not offer a single explanation for this, but we note that surface roughness of the samples may play a role [19]. Its detrimental effect on the quality of data is expected to become more severe at shallow angles. We do not exclude the possibility of oxide at the sample surface as an explanation for the slight discrepancy between experiment and simulation at the iron edge (between 60 and 70 keV), both in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The depth profile that gave rise to the simulated spectra in Fig. 2 is shown by the solid line graph in Fig. 3. The total layer thickness as described by this profile corresponds approximately to the projected range of deuterium ions given in table 1.

Even though a set of layers in discrete steps is sufficient for a good fit to measured data, we suggest that the actual depth profile displays exponential decay, from a surface level of 10-20 atomic percent W down to the bulk percentage with a decay constant between 0.05 and 0.08 Å⁻¹. The dashed curve in Fig. 3 provides an example with 16% W at the surface and a decay
constant of 0.065 Å⁻¹. The total W abundance in the simulated layer, down to 70 Å of depth, is $3.3 \times 10^{15}$ atoms/cm². This number was obtained by considering the atomic density in the simulated layer as the average of iron and tungsten densities, weighted by their respective percentages. It is interesting to note that this abundance is very similar for Samples A and B, even though the exposure parameters were very different – especially the ion dose, which was two orders of magnitude higher for Sample A. We speculate that the reason for this is that the tungsten enriched layer reaches equilibrium after a certain dose, and does not change under continued irradiation (the surface is simply eroded without further change in composition).

Given the sputtering yields from Table 1 and using the simple expression 4 from [10] for the equilibrium surface density ratio in a binary alloy, we would in that case expect approximately 20 times more tungsten than iron at the surface of sample B (and an even more extreme ratio in sample A). Obviously this is not the case; however a more realistic model is described in [11]. Taking diffusivity into account, this model also predicts an exponentially decaying tungsten concentration, in accordance with our data.

![W-enriched layer profile](image)

**Fig. 3:** Simulated layers in sample B, with an overlain exponentially decaying function suggesting the real layer profile.
2.2 Diagnostic mirrors

All optical diagnostic systems in ITER will be based on so-called first metal mirrors. Some of these will be in close proximity to the plasma, and as such they are expected to suffer radiation, erosion, deposition and ion implantation [20,21]. Tungsten implantation is of interest in this context, especially for mirrors in and close to the divertor [22]. Experiments in which clean mirrors have been exposed to plasma and subsequently characterized with ERDA and RBS have already been carried out [23,24]. The changes in surface composition have, in these experiments, been related to reflectivity degradation of the mirrors. In the case presented here, we have aimed at studying layers resulting from controlled implantation of tungsten in a molybdenum mirror and comparing to the expected profile as simulated with TRIM. The implantation took place at the implanter facility at the Ion Physics Department of Uppsala University. A 1 cm² surface was uniformly bombarded with $1\cdot10^{15}$ $^{184}$W ions at 40 keV, followed by $1\cdot10^{15}$ more at 200 keV. Plots in Fig. 4 (a) show a TRIM simulation of the implantation depth profile, i.e. the amount of tungsten as a function of depth. The implanted mirror was studied by RBS using the same setup as for EUROFER Sample A (see section 2.1). A simplified layer, displayed in Fig. 4 (b) was used as basis for the simulation that is shown together with the measurement result in Fig. 5. Note that the depth scale has been converted between Figures 4 (a) and (b) assuming that 1 atom/cm² corresponds to 1.56 Å, as in pure solid molybdenum at room temperature.
Fig. 4: (a) TRIM simulation of the $^{184}$W depth profile in a clean molybdenum mirror after implantation and (b) simplified profile for SIMNRA simulation.

Fig. 5: RBS spectrum of W-implanted molybdenum mirror with simulation using the simplified layer.

The good fit to the data that is seen in Fig. 5 is not unique for the simulated layer from Fig. 4 (b). Variations of thickness or tungsten content in the two depth regions on the order of 30% still give a good correspondence to the measurement whereas larger deviations start to show notable changes in the spectrum. Thus, we cannot conclude that the implanted layer is well resolved by RBS here. We conclude however, that the implantation depth profile corresponds to the TRIM simulation within the resolution we obtain with RBS. The total amount of implanted atoms is also consistent. This is a preliminary result and continued work will include studying the relation between the implanted tungsten depth profile and reflectivity degradation in molybdenum mirrors.
2.3 Tungsten transport experiment in the TEXTOR tokamak

In order to gain information about the transport of tungsten in a tokamak plasma, tungsten hexafluoride (WF₆) gas has been injected into discharges during dedicated experiments in the tokamak TEXTOR [25]. That machine was in operation at the Jülich Research Center, Germany, until December 2013. Our third case concerns the so-called test limiter; with a polished graphite plate through which the injection took place. A part of the injected tungsten has been promptly deposited on this plate. It has previously been analyzed by Time-of-Flight ERDA, using iodine as primary beam particles, and nuclear reaction analysis, in order to quantify nitrogen-15 and tungsten [26]. A problem when depth profiling tungsten deposits with heavy ion (e.g. iodine) ERDA is that forward scattered heavy ions and tungsten recoils end up very close to each other in the spectrum, with partial overlap of signals. This fact complicates quantitative analysis. We have performed ToF-ERDA measurements with chlorine and bromine beams to circumvent the problem. These experiments provide similar spectra and thus we focus here on the comparison between using iodine and chlorine only.

Fig. 6 (a) shows an iodine ERDA spectrum (¹²⁷I⁸⁺, 36 MeV) resulting from addition of the data obtained in seven points scattered over the graphite plate. All elements present on the plate are indicated in the figure. In Fig. 6 (b), the same type of spectrum, but for a 32 MeV ³⁵Cl⁷⁺ beam, is shown. For practical reasons, the points from which data has been gathered are not exactly the same for the two measurements. This fact could explain minor differences in the relative amount of counts for different elements. Apart from that, the first obvious qualitative difference between the two spectra is that the forward scattered iodine counts are mixed with those from tungsten, making it impossible to clearly distinguish relevant information, whereas chlorine is neither interfering with tungsten, nor light elements. The forward scattered chlorine is, in fact, a source of additional information about the tungsten
layer here, since the low stopping power for chlorine in the sample matter as compared to that for tungsten allows a larger information depth than if only the tungsten recoils were to be studied. Furthermore, the high kinematic factor for forward scattered chlorine as compared to recoiled tungsten will, in some cases, give rise to an improvement of depth resolution. The second big difference between the two ToF-ERDA spectra is that a lot of $^4$He is seen in Fig. 6 (a), but not in (b). This is not due to the different beams used, but rather has to do with the fact that the iodine ERDA measurements were performed shortly after removal of the test limiter from TEXTOR, while the measurement with chlorine beam took place almost two years later. During the intermediate period of storage, helium (not being chemically bound) has most likely desorbed from the graphite plate. A reduction of hydrogen and deuterium content is also seen due to desorption of water molecules. Further studies of the timescale of helium desorption would be of interest for fusion development, especially if it could also be observed in tungsten or EUROFER samples, both of which suffer property degradation from helium retention [27,28].

**Fig. 6:** Time-of-Flight ERDA spectra on the graphite test limiter from TEXTOR WF$_6$ experiments with (a) iodine and (b) chlorine beam. Color scale: number of counts in channel relative to maximum number of counts.
Given the good separation of tungsten counts from those of other elements in Fig. 6 (b), it is clear that probing ions of medium mass, like chlorine, provide a good alternative if tungsten, or other high-Z elements, are to be depth profiled with ToF-ERDA. As previous studies have shown [29], however, care should be taken about surface roughness, especially of carbon samples, which can otherwise easily lead to misinterpretations of measured data. This is particularly troublesome when using shallow angle irradiation methods such as ERDA.

3. Summary with concluding remarks

Through the three cases presented here, we have shown the relevance of ToF-MEIS, RBS and ToF-ERDA for tungsten tracing in fusion reactor wall materials and pointed out a few subjects for possible additional research. Regarding the few nanometer thick W-enriched layer in EUROFER-like iron/tungsten test samples sputtered by deuterium ions; the total amount of tungsten atoms in the layer on Sample A was measured with RBS. Details of the depth profile in Sample B could be resolved with ToF-MEIS. It was noted that, despite a hundred times higher ion dose for Sample A as well as differences in other exposure parameters, both enriched layers contained a few times $10^{15}$ tungsten atoms. As a consequence, the hypothesis that the enriched layers on both samples have reached equilibrium with respect to preferential sputtering was suggested. From the point of view of fusion, the surface-enrichment of tungsten in EUROFER makes it less vulnerable to sputter erosion. RBS was used to study an implanted tungsten layer in molybdenum with features on the depth scale of tens of nanometers. The depth profile corresponded well to TRIM simulation. This prompted the intention to continue work with determining the relationship between implanted tungsten profiles and reflectivity degradation in molybdenum mirrors. ERDA measurements with iodine and chlorine beams were compared and the differences between the spectra with these two beams were discussed for the case of tungsten-rich
deposited layers on a polished graphite plate from the TEXTOR tokamak. The chlorine beam was preferred due to less interference between counts from forward scattered beam particles and heavy elements from the sample. The loss of almost all retained helium in the plate due to desorption during the period of intermediate storage for two years between the measurements was indicated.
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